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It is well known that the best discrete linear L" approximation converges to a
special best Chebyshev approximation as p ~ 00. In this paper it is shown that the
corresponding result for the case p ~ I is also true. Furthermore, the special best L I

approximation obtained as the limit is characterized as the unique solution of a
nonlinear programming problem on the set of all L I solutions.

I. INTRODUCTION

For a given m X 11 matrix A (with m > 11) and y E IH'" the discrete linear
L p approximation problem can be stated as minimizing over

IIAx -- yll;: ~ '" laix - yil fJ
•

i t

( I. 1)

where A'=(al ..... Gm ). GlEn" and y'=(y] ..... ym). Under the general
assumption rank A = n, the above problem has a unique solution x(p) for
1 < p < 00. To exclude trivial considerations, we furthermore assume that

Y E IAxix C Iii" f·
For the two limiting cases p = 1 (L] problem) and p = 00 (Chebyshev

problem), a vector minimizing (1.1) is in general not unique. In 1963 it was
shown by Descloux [3] that limp .." x(p) = x( 00) exists. even if the
Chebyshev solution fails to be unique. Moreover. the so'called "strict
Chebyshev solution" x( 00) can be characterized in a certain sense as the
"best of the best" Chebyshev approximations (see also p. 239 ff. in 191 for an
extensive discussion).

In this paper the corresponding result for p -> 1 is derived; the basic idea is
to use appropriate dual formulations of the L p and L I problems.
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Furthermore, the special L, solution limp~, x(p) is shown to be the unique
solution of an appropriate nonlinear programming problem on the set of all
L 1 solutions and thus can be computed numerically.

In the following p ---> 1 is always used in the sense of p ---> 1+. A' is the
transpose of the matrix A, and II· lip denotes the L p norm (for 1:( p ~ (0)
defined in (1.1). For reference we state

LEMMA 1.1. (i) x( p) is bounded for 1 <p < 00.

(ii) Every cluster point of x( p). p ---> 1, is an L 1 solution.

Proof For v E IR m and 1~p ~ 00 we have

II v II ex: ~ II v lip ~ II v III . (1.2)

Let r(p) = Ax(p) - y denote the vector of residuals. with
r( 00 ) = Ax( (0) - y. From (1.2) and the optimality of x(p) we obtain that

II rep )11 'x- ~ II rep )ll p~ II r( 00 )ll p~ II r( 00 )111

for p > 1, and thus r(p) is bounded. (i) now follows with
x(p) = (A'A) -, A' (r(p) +y).

With an optimal L, solution .Y we have II rep )ll p~ IIAx - y lip ~ II A.Y - )' I! 1

for p > 1 and therefore lim supp~,llr(p)llp ~ IIA.Y-YII" which implies (ii).

2. DUALITY RELATIONSHIPS

With the new variables ri = aJx - Yi' j = 1,... , m, the original problem of
minimizing (1.1) is transformed into the constrained problem

min Ilrll"
(x.r)EiRll,m P

U sing the Lagrangian

s.t. Ax - r = y. (2.1 )

L(x, r; u) = Ilrll~ + u'(Ax - r - y)

the primal problem (2.1) may be written as

inf sup L (x, r; u),
fX,r) u

and its dual problem is then given by

sup inf L(x, r; u).
u (x.r)

(2.2)
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In the special case of (2.2) we have

inf L(x,r; u) = inf {II rll~ - u'rf + inf(A 'u)' x - u'y,
(x.r) r x

and by elementary calculations we obtain

inf lllrll~ - u'r[ = - (llq)(1 - Ilq)" I ilull~,
r

where q is related to p via the equation lip + Ilq = 1 and the inf is attained
for

j= I,... ,m. (2.3 )

Thus we have

inf L(x,r;u)=-(l/q)(l-llq)"-lllull~-y'uifA'u=O,
(x,r)

= -00 otherwise,

and therefore the dual problem can be finally written as

min Wlq)(I-llq)q lllull~+Y'uf s.t.A'u=O. (2.4)
UEiR m

Since, for q > I, the objective function in (2.4) is strictly convex and tends to
+00 if II u 11'1 -> 00, problem (2.4) has a unique optimal solution u(q) for every
q> I.

From standard duality theory (see Chapter 8 in 16 j) and Eq. (2.3) we
obtain the following relationship between x(p) and u(q) for I <p < 00 :

(

IUl(q)I,,-1 sgn(u1(q)) )

Ax(p)-y=(1-1lq)'1 I : .

I um(q)I'1 I sgn(um(q))

Similarly, for p = I, (1.1) can be formulated as the linear problem

(2.5 )

m

min \' r,
(x,r) E iR ll +/11 r:, }

or, equivalently,

min (0', e')(' X)'
(X,r) r

s.t. -ri~a;x-Yi~ri,j= I,... ,m,

( A-I) (x ') (' \')
S.t. -A -I ,r. ~ -:v.' (2.6 )
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where e' = (1,... , 1) and I is the m X m identity matrix. The dual problem is

(2.7)

and with u = u I - U z we obtain the simplified form

min y'u
UE IRm

s.t. A 'u = 0, -e <u <e. (2.8 )

Here the inequality constraints are equivalent to II u 11:r: < 1, and u" U z can be
computed from u by U1 = (e + u)/2, Uz = (e - u)/2.

3. SOME RESULTS CONCERNING u(q)

In this section we show that limq~CO u(q) exists. Let WI >°denote the
optimal value of the L I problem. Then the optimal value of problem (2.8) is
equal to -WI < 0.

LEMMA 3.1. (i) Every cluster point uof u(q), q -+ 00, satisfies 111711 < 1.

(ii) limq~CO y'u(q) = -WI'

Proof (i) Let ube a cluster point of u(q) satisfying II ull oc > 1. Then, for

a sequence (qk) with limk~oc qk = +00 and limk~cc U(qk) = u, we have

which contradicts the fact that the optimal value of problem (2.4) is always
negative.

(ii) Multiplying (2.5) by u(q) we obtain

(1 - l/q)q-1 Ilu(q)ll~ = -y'u(q),

and therefore the optimal value of problem (2.4) is equal to (1- l/q)y'u(q).
Since every optimal solution ii of problem (2.8) is feasible for (2.4), we have

(1-I/q)y'u(q)< (l/q)(1-1/q)q-llliill~+Y'ii

and thus

lim sup y'u(q) <y'ii = -WI'
q~oo
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On the other hand, since every cluster point of u(q) is feasible for problem
(2.8), we obtain

lim infy'u(q)?; -WI'
q ----t'f

Next we consider the following modification of problem (2.4):

min Ilull%
UE::<III

s.t. A'u=O,y'u=-w l • (3.1 )

LEMMA 3.2. The unique optimal solution of problem (3.1) for q> I is
given by

u(q) = u(q)/r(q), with r(q) = -y'u(q)/w i •

Proof The uniqueness follows from the strict convexity of the objective
function. Obviously, u(q) is feasible for problem (3.1), and with u(q) =
r(q) u(q) we obtain from (2.5)

Ax(p) - y = (I - I/q)" I (r(q))"

But this equation implies that the gradient of the objective function of (3.1 )
at a(q) is a linear combination of the gradients of the constraints, and thus
u(q) satisfies the optimality conditions for problem (3.1).

THEOREM 3.3. (i) limq~'L u(q) = u( (0) exists and is an optimal solution
of problem (2.8).

(ii) If J = U II u/oo)1 = 1 f and Gj = u} (0) for j E J, then the set of all
optimal solutions of (2.8) is given by

juE ~~mIA'u=O,llullc,(; l,u;=c;;forjEJi.

Proof Problem (3.1) consists in finding the point of minimal L q norm on
the linear manifold \U jA 'u = 0, y'u = -WI f. The results of Descloux [31 then
imply that limq~CD a(q) = u( (0) exists and is equal to the strict Chebyshev
solution of the problem

m~n Ilu
UE pm

s.t. A'u=O,y'u=-w\. (3.2)

Lemma 3. I implies that limq~oc r(q) = L and therefore limq .j u(q) = u( 00 )

exists and is equal to a(ro); furthermore, u(oo) is an optimal solution of
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problem (2.8). Since every optimal solution uof (2.8) satisfies Ilull en = 1, we
have Ilu(oo)llo:: = 1, and the set of optimal solutions of (2.8) coincides with
that of problem (3.2). The properties of the strict Chebyshev solution then
imply that every optimal solution u of (2.8) satisfies ui = Cj for j E J. The
proof is now completed by applying Lemma A.l to the pair of problems
(2.6), (2.7) and using the connection between (2.7) and (2.8).

4. EXISTENCE AND CHARACTERIZATION OF limp~I x(p)

LEMMA 4.1. (i) The set of all optimal solutions of the L I problem is
given by

and there is an x E M 1 such that Cjai,;;; > Cj Yi for all j E J.

(ii) The set M I is bounded.

Proof (i) follows from Lemma A.l (applied to (2.6) and (2.7)) and
Theorem 3.3(ii).

(ii) For x E M I we have

"'I = \ ' (c a'.... C J')" Coj j" - "j.) •
jEJ

Since every term in this sum is nonnegative, we obtain

Gj Yi";; cja;x";; WI + Ej Yi for j E J,

and therefore maxj~l .....m la;xl is bounded on MI' The result then follows
from rank A = n.

Lemma 4.1 (i) together with Theorem 6.5 in [10 I implies that the relative
interior of M I is given by

riM I = ~xE Mllcja;x > CjYi for JEJf·

From (2.5) it follows that, for sufficiently large q (and therefore for
I <p";;f5 with a 15> 1), Cjaix(p)-C;Yj> 0 holds for alljEJ. Now, by
Lemma 1.1 (i) and Lemma 4.1 (ii), there is a C I > 0 such that, for all j E J,

for all x E ri M I'

and

for all I <p ";;15.
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By Taylor's theorem there is a c2 > 0 such that, for 0 < t ~ c, and 1~p ~ ji,

holds.
Therefore, for x E ri M I we obtain

m

'\' la~x-yIP= '\' (t;.afy-c;.yy
_./ ./ _./.T' ././

j , JEJ

= '\ ' (Eja;x - t;jyJ + (/J - 1) '\ ' (Gjaix - GjYj)
jeJ jeJ

P -4 1.

Here the first sum is equal to IV I' and the function

f(x) = \ ' (Eja; x - t;j Yi) In(G;a; x - t; yJ
;eJ

may be extended continuously onto M" if t In t is interpreted as 0 for t = O.

LEMMA 4.2. f is strictly convex on M,. and the problem

min f(x)
XE./H]

has a unique optimal solution x* E ri M,.

Proof For x E ri M, we have

V 2f(x) = '\' (G a f x - t Vr ' a a f.
-././ ./ . ./ ././
ieJ

(4.1 )

Assume that M, contains more than one point (otherwise the result is trivial)
and let s,*-O be such that a; s = 0 for JE J. Then, since rank A = n, there is
a Jo E J such that aios '*- O. This implies that the restriction of V 2f(x) to the
subspace orthogonal to all ai' J E J, is positive definite for all x E ri M I and
thus yields the strict convexity off

It remains to show that the minimum of Jon M I is not attained on the
relative boundary M 1 \ri MI' But this follows from the fact that, for every
x EM, \ ri M, and every .X' E ri M I'the directional derivative ofJ at x in the
direction .X' - x is equal to -00.

Now we are ready to prove

THEOREM 4.3. limp~1 x(p) = x*.

Proof Since, in general, x(p) EM, for p > 1, J IS regarded in the
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following as being defined and continuous on {xE 1R"lc;aix)Cjy;,jEJ}.
Forjtl.J we have luj (00)1<1, and from (2.5) and 1j(q-1)=p-1 it
follows that

This yields

IIAx(p)~yll"= \' la'x(p)-yl"+ \' (ca'x(p)-cy)"P _ .I J.o.-.1 J .I J
UJ ;EJ

= \' (Cjaix(p)-Cjy;) + (p-1)f(x(p))
jEJ

On the other hand,

IIAx* - YII~ = \ ' (Cjai x* - Cj y;) + (p - 1)f(x*)
jEJ

+ O((p-1n, p-> 1,

and therefore

IIAx(p) - yll~ ~ IIAx* - yll~

= (\' Cja;)' (x(p)-x*)+ (p~ 1)(f(x(p))-f(x*))
jEJ

+O((p-1)2), p->1.

From A'u( 00) = 0 we obtain that

(.\' Cja;)' (x(p)-x*)= (_\' u;(oo) a;)' (x(p)-x*)
jEJ j~J

=- \' u;(oo)(aix(p)-YJ
;~J

and thus

IIAx(p) - yll~ -IIAx* - yll~ = (p - 1)(f(x(p)) - f(x*))

+O((p-1)2), p-> 1. (4.2)

From the optimality of x(p) it follows that the left-hand side of (4.2) is non
positive for p > 1.
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Now let .'C E M 1 be a cluster point of x(p), p ---t I, and (pd a sequence

with lim k4CX)Pk = 1 and limk4 £ x(pd = .'C. Then fU:) ).f(x*), and (4.2)
implies that limk4<j!(x(Pk)) = f(~'C) = f(x*) and therefore .'C = x*.

5. SOME REMARKS AND EXAMPLES

From Lemma 4.1 (i) and Theorem 3.3.(ii) it follows immediately

LEMMA 5.1. (i) The L I problem has a unique optimal solution if and
only if span ia;IJE':Jf =

(ii) The dual problem (2.8) has a unique optimal solution ifand only if
the set 1ail J E': Jf is linearly independent.

Let IJI denote the cardinality of the set J. Then we obtain

LEMMA 5.2. Let A satis1.i' the Haar condition (that is. every n X n
submatrix of A is nonsingular). Then

(i) the L] problem has a unique optimal solution if and only if
IJI(m-n.

(ii) the problem (2.8) has a unique optimal solution if and only ifV I ).
m-n.

To determine lim p _.! x(p) if the optimal L] solution is not unique we have
to solve problem (4.1); since this is essentially a strictly convex minimization
problem under linear equality constraints. it can be solved easily by existing
efficient algorithms. But to be able to formulate problem (4.1) we need u( 00)

or. at least, the set J and the Cj' J E J. u( co) can be determined by applying
to problem (3.2) an algorithm computing the strict Chebyshev solution (see
[41 or [Ii). Alternatively, the set J may be identified by solving the L/,
problem for a value of p "sufficiently" close to 1: an algorithm for this
problem is described in 151.

If A satisfies the Haar condition. then Lemma 5.2 shows that. if the
optimal L] solution is not unique, u( co) is the unique optimal solution of
problem (2.8) and thus can be computed simply by solving this linear
problem.

Finally, two examples are discussed. both having several L] solutions. The
first one appears in 12. p.441. Here n = 2, m = 6, and though the Haar
condition is violated, u( co) = (I, -I. I. O. - L I)' is unique. The set M] of
all optimal L 1 solutions can be described by 2x] +4x 2 = 11.1 and
1.77 ( X I (2.51666.... By eliminating one variable problem (4.1) can be
reduced to a one-dimensional minimization problem. The solution
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x* = (2.08802984, 1.73098508)' differs considerably from the value
reported at the end of [81.

The second example is taken from [71 and has

2 6

3 9
A= 1'=

5 14

10 24

Again u( 00) = (-1, -I, -1, 1)' is unique, and M I is defined by the four ine
qualities

-XI - 2x),) -6,

-2x I - 3x),) -9,

-3x l - 5x),)-14,

6x I + lOx),) 24.

The two-dimensional problem (4.1) has the optimal solution

x* = (1.18241272,1.81758728)',

which again differs from the value computed in 171.

ApPENDIX

For the linear programming problem

min c'x
XE'1ln

s.t. aix<Obj,j= 1,... ,m, (A. I )

we denote the set of all optimal solutions by M p and assume that M p * 0.
Then, with A' = (ai''''' am) and b = (b1"'" bm)', the dual problem is given by

min b'u
UE IRm

s.t. A'u=-c,u,)O, (A.2)

with MJ) denoting the set of all optimal solutions.

LEMMA A.I. There is a set K c 11,... , m f such that:

(I) M p = {xE Wla;x=bj,jEK;aix<Obj,jEKf,

and there is an x E M p satisfying a; x < b j for all j tl K;
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(2) M J) = Iu E IR In IA 'u = -c, u ;, 0; u; = 0 for j E K f,
and there is a UE MIJ satisfying uj > 0 for all j E K.

Proof Define K = {jla;x = b; for all x E M/,f.

(!) The definition of K implies that, for every j E K, there is an
xU) E M/' such that a;x U ) < b;. Let k denote the cardinality of K, and define

o'C=(I7l-k) 1\'.\'(/1

;~h

(if k = m choose any XEM /,). Then oX' EM/" and a; oX' < b; holds for every
jE K.

Let C = 1Y E IFi" I Y = ') 'jEK up;, u;;' 0 f denote the convex cone generated
by the vectors Qj' j E K. The optimality conditions for .X' then imply that
~c E C. Therefore, the objective function of (A.!) is constant on
1xla;x=bi,jEKf, and M/' is given by the formula in part (I) of the
lemma.

(2) Let ii EMf) be a vector of Lagrange multipliers corresponding to
.X'; that is.

-c = \. iia
- .I .I
iEh

with iij ;;' O.

For an arbitrary UEMf) let .i be an associate optimal solution of (A. I ).
Then

/11

-c = \. iiQ = \. ua.
_ .I.J _).1
iEK i I

and therefore

This gives

\' u;a;(X-~~)= \' (iii·'17i)a;(X-.~)=O. (A.3)
;'iK jE /0.

But, for j E K, u; > 0 implies that

and thus (A.3) cannot be true unless uj = 0 holds for all j E: K.
Furthermore, -c E ri C. Otherwise there is an s E span 1a; Ij E K~, s * O.

such that c's = 0 and a; s ~ 0 for j E K. But then a; s < 0 for at least one
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j E K, and x +as E Mp holds for sufficiently small a > 0, in contradiction to
part (1) of the lemma. Now, by Theorem 6.9 in 110] it follows that

ri C = )Y E IW IY = i:: u i ai' U i >°for all j E K i '

and this implies the existence of a.
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